
B4U is a grass roots, non-partisan, membership and advocacy organization comprised 
primarily of U.S. citizens and dual-nationals working side by side with their Mexican 
neighbors.   

Insights from conversations with key individuals and 
institutions  
Our first task in this update is to recognize and thank the commitment, insights and 
talents contributed by friends and members of B4U that permitted our defining who we 
are and what we stand for.   

Face to face and virtual conversations have been held with well over one hundred 
individuals interested in participating.  We met with experts who offered collaboration 
and orientation, indeed they frequently contacted other institutions on our behalf; friends 
hosted meetings, others invited us to academic events or to converse with leading NGOs, 
think tanks, and donor institutions both in Mexico and the U.S.1.  Along the way, 
specialists guided us on issues of immigration and human rights, economic and trade 
relations, social networks, media, volunteer associations and funders.  

The following table details some institutions hosting events and representatives with 
whom we had conversations2.  

JCA Jewish Global Advocacy Migration Policy Institute 
CIDE University Woodrow Wilson Center 
Iberoamericana University Center for American Progress 
Ford Foundation WOLA Washington Office on Latin America 
MacArthur Foundation CDM Centro de los Derechos del Migrante 
Fundación Avina American Benevolent Society 
MATT SHCP 
Democrats Abroad CEMEFI 
Rotary Clubs Representatives of religious groups 
Mundocitizen EBC 
IMUMI NCLAB (Natl. Assn. of Latino Community 

Asset Builders) 
Colegio de México  

 

                                                             
1 For information on meetings, or bibliographic information of documents reviewed, please 
contact M. O’Keefe or Monica French at B4U 
2 While we’re humbled by all the high level professional, support we’ve received we are called to 
recognize Nancy Gurrola who’s worked daily providing information, contacts and our first intern!  
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Our first job was to identify in what ways Bridges for Understanding is uniquely poised 
to collaborate. B4U friends and members are called to mobilize, innovate and support, 
not compete with existing institutions.  There are gaps in service delivery and in the 
dissemination of reliable information that include basic knowledge of contemporary 
Mexico, commerce and trade on both sides of the border, as well as the complexities of 
addressing migrants’ rights and their assimilation needs as they return to Mexico. We had 
opportunities to engage in thoughtful conversation on the issues and experiences that bind 
us as neighbors.  

Our meetings guided us to hone our attention to a salient action of service as we create 
strategies for better citizen-to-citizen communications. In our role as individual Bridges 
for Understanding we are mobilized to serve, we must initiate the design and delivery of 
assistance to affected migrant children, and communicate cause to like-minded 
throughout Mexico.  Some of our engaged members and friends will provide direct 
volunteer support, some financial backing, and others help disseminating information and 
fostering conversations.  Collaboration is essential as we consolidate our membership 
base, thankfully institutions and individuals continue to donate time.  Experts in the U.S. 
have encouraged B4U members and friends to reach back to our U.S. communities of 
origin and connect to U.S. communities, faith groups and cultural organizations.   

Due to geographic and productive particularities of trade and commerce activities, and 
given the complexities of the actual commerce and trade relationship, B4U does not 
envision direct action on this topic at this early stage in our development.  We will 
continue to provide members with factually based, relevant information on the 
interwoven productive relationships, and over time we hope to support that members 
“reach back” through their business and community associations, cultural, religious, or 
alumni associations with information pertinent for their areas of interest. Meanwhile we 
hope that engaging “voices of Mexico” around themes of commerce and trade shall 
contribute positive narratives of our intertwined economic activity. 

 

Support - Communicate - Build 
Support Migrants need on Identification: 
Our U.S. citizens and Mexican friends disbursed throughout the country are ideally 
poised to provide aid and relief on some of the logistic and administrative needs of 
returned/returning migrants, and separated families.  We will not sit by as a staggering 
number of children are caught between two countries, lacking the most basic human right 
– to have an identity and therefore participate in the services and obligations of one’s 
society.  There are well over a half million children living in Mexico born to migrant 
parents lacking proper identification which impacts their access to basic public services 
from education, to healthcare to social security identification.  Indeed, volunteer 
organizations including Engage Oaxaca, the American Benevolent Society and a Rotary 
Club have been obtained legal documentation for many children who lacked their U.S. 
and or Mexican identities. 

To offer efficient and quality aid B4U decided to collaborate with an experienced 
professional organization engaged in providing migrant legal assistance.  Successfully 

Here we turn needs 
into actions 
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procuring documentation for children requires completion of a variety of actions, 
different for each case, and in keeping with procedures and regulations pursuant to the 
legislation of states on both sides of the border.  Well-meaning guidance on issues of 
registration, absent of sufficient knowledge, created serious legal problems for children 
of migrant families.  

B4U identified a very competent, credible, established organization in Mexico whose 
work was most frequently cited as example by experts on both sides of the border.  This 
organization is IMUMI, the Institute for Women Migrants, founded by a Mexican and an 
American immigration lawyer.  IMUMI’s primarily funding source has been the Ford and 
MacArthur Foundations, both of which have undergone changes in the strategic 
orientation of their portfolios.  While both laud IMUMI’s work their portfolios no longer 
direct funding to this important issue.  

The funding gap and needs of families with migrant children create the opportunity for 
B4U to live up to its name and collaborate with IMUMI on two important fronts: 

1). Fundraising: B4U will raise financial support for IMUMI’s crucial work by helping 
them to develop their funding strategy and the actual fundraising event itself.  The key is 
to help IMUMI by engaging fundraising expertise to establish an income stream. Crowd 
funding may be included as a complimentary action item.  

2) Volunteer Documentation:  After being trained, B4U membership and friends 
extended across Mexico can assist and guide migrants on their documentation 
requirements.  Bridges will collaborate with IMUMI to create manuals and together we 
will “train the trainers”.  Then we will replicate the training and engage volunteers 
through contacts with the community of U.S. citizens and friends in Mexico.  The 
organization of volunteer action will be supported by a liaison contracted for IMUMI so 
the service delivery of volunteer action enhances – not hampers - IMUMI’s dedication to 
more complex legal matters.  

Multiplying the numbers of children served while ensuring basic funding for IMUMI 
entails convening two working groups: one group will organize around the fundraising 
need, and the other will involve itself with the design of a volunteer documentation effort, 
complete with a dedicated IMUMI consultant to interface with volunteer workers.  

Communicate Voices of Contemporary Mexico to Enhance Dialogue 

Mexico is an ethnically, geographically, and economically diverse nation larger than 
Europe that throughout its history has played an important role receiving immigrants. In 
Mexico, economic activity and infrastructure associated with emerging nation status 
crisscrosses hyper-modern activity reflective of Mexico’s membership in the 
Organization of the Economically Developed Economies. The stratified conditions of 
development that persist among and within the Northern, Central and Southern regions 
create the stage upon which this nation’s citizens play out their lives in distinct rhythms 
and complexity.  

Mexicans and long term U.S. residents alike are used to the simultaneous developed/ 
underdeveloped environments and circumstances that confront the senses and agendas.  
Who knows if these contradictions and challenges may have contributed to fostering a 
people renowned for their formidable invention, flexibility and resilience. Sadly, this 
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complexity seems lost on the neighbors to the North who seem to perceive Mexico and 
Mexicans through anachronistic, flat stereotypes.  This was a shared perception 
pronounced by experts on both sides of the border as well as friends, and members of 
Bridges for Understanding.  Could this fundamental lack of knowledge of the other play 
a role restricting fruitful, productive conversation? Are these stereotypical pre-existing 
conditions affecting the quality and content of interactions between neighboring countries 
and the citizenry, who while living intertwined destinies, remain ignorant of each other? 

This analysis coupled with expert recommendations directed our attention to the unique 
voice of contemporary Mexico that we are poised to present.  We hope to depict and 
present through social media campaigns. Bridges for Understanding members and friends 
will harness story-telling, journalism and film skills, and will take advantage of social 
media to present descriptions of spaces, people and activity of Mexico breaking with or 
escaping paradigms.   

B4U members and friends have among them a very motivated and technically savvy 
group who will form a working group to take the lead on this action.  

 

Build a digital Ecosystem. Andamiaje / Scaffolding  

The actions described in this bulletin require that B4U design a digital ecosystem that 
generates valuable user content comprised of informational articles, data reports, 
blogging and other secondary sources that feeds across multiple platforms (blogs, 
Facebook, Twitter etc.). This will allow Bridges to keep members and friends engaged 
on key issues and events work, while at the same time attract new members and other 
interested organizations, enabling us to form alliances build bridges together.  

Bridges virtual community will be supported by the physical presence of our friends and 
members at events all over Mexico wherein we will continue to invite and mobilize.   

 

 

 

  


